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ELECTRICAL  ATTRACTIONS.
[ART. 452
the intersections of a chord BQ with the circle.    The internal potential is  F0 and the quantity M of  electricity is  Jf=2aF0/7r, (Art. 382).
If we invert this with regard to an external point B, with a radius of inversion k equal to the tangent BD, we shall obtain the law of distribution of electricity on the same disc when acted on by an electrical point at B.
Let Q be the point inverse to Q, then since JS, R also are inverse points,
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by Art. 172.    The surface density p' at Q' is given by / Te A3     F0&2   1             1
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The potential at any point Pf within the disc is VJc/BPf. Put VQk — E, then the potential of a quantity — E situated at B together with that of the distribution
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is zero at all points within the disc. Here we have written k2 = AB2 - a2, Q'R. Q'R = a2 - -4Q'2 where .4 is the centre of the disc and a the radius.
The expression (1) gives the required surface density at any point Q' on one side of the disc when the internal potential is zero, and the electricity at B is — E.
452. To find the quantity M' of electricity on the inverse disc we use the rule M' = kVI where Fj is the potential of the original disc at the centre of inversion, Art. 170. This gives by Art. 384 Mf = kM<j>/a, where <£ is the angle subtended by any radius of the disc at the apex of the confocal spheroid through B. Since M = 2aF0/7r and E = VQk, we have M = 2E<f>/7r. Let a', c' be the semi-axes of the confocal which passes through B, then tan <£ = a/c'f c'2 = a'2 — a2 and a' = AB. Hence <f> is also half the angle subtended ~by the disc at the electrified point B, i.e. 0 =.

